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Hilton Marsa Alam Nubian Resort
KM 97 Qusir Marsa Alam Rd Abo Dabab, Marsa Alam, Egypt .
Tel: 20-65-3740060, Fax: 20-65-3740065

Set on the west coast of Egypt's Red Sea, the luxurious, all-inclusive Hilton Marsa Alam Nubian Resort offers a stunning beachfront location with captivating views and a wealth of sailing

and diving experiences in the world famous reef of Abu Dabab Bay. All of the spacious Guest Rooms and Suites at this contemporary resort in Marsa Alam feature high-speed internet

access, private balconies with beautiful views, elegant bathrooms and the signature Hilton Serenity Bed Experience. Food lovers will be spoiled for choice at this Marsa Alam restaurant,

where you can enjoy Middle Eastern specialties and international favorites in Marsa Restaurant, relax with an Arabic coffee and a tempting pastry in the exotic Souk Café or sip cocktails

while you soak up the sunshine in Breezes Pool Bar. Work out in our complimentary Fitness Center, enjoy a dip in one of 4 outdoor swimming pools, or spend an afternoon soaking up the

sunshine on the soft white sands of the beach, before trying one of the exciting water sports available.
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Dining

Noba Bar & Lounge
Meet friends and business associates in the

comfortable and stylish Noba Bar & Lounge,

located in the lobby area of the Hilton Marsa Alum

Nubian Resort. Open all day, this bar is the perfect

place to relax and enjoy a range of speciality

coffee and tea, premium spirits and beers and a

variety of tempting light snacks. You can enjoy

your dinner as part of All-inclusive package.

Kush Bar
Enjoy the chilled out atmosphere of Kush Bar, located just off the lobby of the Hilton

Marsa Alam Nubian Resort. Sip elegant, classic 'aperetivo' cocktails before dinner, as you

enjoy a selection of relaxed lounge music.

Souk Cafe
Conveniently located just outside the resort’s

shopping area, this relaxed outdoor

Bedouin-themed lounge is the perfect place to

relax after a busy day and enjoy an Arabic coffee,

refreshing leaf tea and a variety of finest quality

Shisha Pipes. In the evening, the Souk Café

transforms into a vibrant entertainment area, with

lively belly dancing and Arabic music and shows.

You can enjoy your dinner as part of All-inclusive package.

Breezes Pool Bar
Cool down with a refreshing fruit juice or a cold beer by the swimming pool in Breezes

Pool Bar at the Hilton Marsa Alam Nubian Resort. After an afternoon of splashing around

in the pools sparkling waters, swim up to the bar and order a crisp salad, grilled kebab or

a juicy burger to enjoy in this casual venue. A lunch option is available for the

All-Inclusive Package.
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Coral Beach Bar
Located on the sands of the pristine white beach, the Coral Beach Bar is the perfect place

to enjoy a fruity cocktail, crisp salad or tasty grilled snack as you soak up the sunshine. A

lunch option is available for the All-Inclusive Package.

Axis Bar
Located off the lobby near to the main entrance of

the Hilton Marsa Alam Nubian Resort, the relaxed

atmosphere of Axis Bar is perfect for relaxing with

a coffee after you check-in. In the evening, sip

expertly mixed cocktails and choose from our

selection of ice cold beers while you enjoy live

music and popular sports events.

Marsa Restaurant
Dine in the relaxed main restaurant of the Hilton Marsa Alam Nubian Resort, where you

can begin the day with an extensive Hilton breakfast as well as lunch and dinner, served

in a themed, international buffet layout. Enjoy fresh, seasonal products and an array of

salads, Mediterranean tapas and Middle Eastern mezzeh. Marvel as our skilled chefs

prepare pasta, Shawarma and tempting grilled meats and fish at the live cooking stations.

Enjoy fresh pizza straight from the oven and spoil yourself at the dessert station, serving

Western, Middle Eastern and Mediterranean sweet treats.

LEISURE FACILITIES
Set by the Red Sea, with a pristine sandy beach

Variety of exciting water sports available nearby

All-inclusive resort destination

Rooms

elegant Nubian style
and featuring either a balcony or terrace . Stay

connected with high-speed internet access , enjoy

a movie on the LCD TV , or simply relax with a

drink from the mini bar and enjoy stunning views

over the sea, swimming pool or landscaped

gardens..

1011 sq ft Suites
, with separate relaxation seating area overlooking the sea, pool or landscaped gardens.

Put your feet up and watch a movie on the LCD TV or stay connected with internet access

or simply relax with a drink from the mini-bar as you enjoy your favorite music on the MP3

alarm clock .

Deluxe Room:
Unwind in a 535 sq ft Nubian style Deluxe Room , which benefits from a comfortable

seating area with sofa and direct access to a sun-soaked terrace or balcony overlooking

the sea or landscaped gardens. Stay connected with internet access , relax with a movie

on the LCD TV and refresh in the elegant bathroom with a range of luxury amenities.

While You're In Town
Abu Dabab Bay - 0 KM - E

City Center - 34 KM - N

Daedalus Island - 55 KM - E

Down Town - 34 KM - S

Elphinstone Reef - 30 KM - N

Port Ghalib - 28 KM - N

Shaab Marsa Alam - 4 KM - E

Family Plan
Babysitting Service

Children's Activities

Children's Menu

Family Package Offered

High chairs

Playground

Playpen
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